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0 of 0 review helpful Just in time for the Death rattle By Adamo Weberr This is an interesting slice of life from the 
good old days of the 1970 s Growing up we took for granted that the Rolling Stones and Miles Davis were well over 
the hill despite their amazing work in past decades Here you can see a man struggling to come to terms with the fading 
of these great lights The Bob Marley section really tells the story Before his untimely death in 1982 Lester Bangs was 
inarguably the most influential critic of rock and roll Writing in hyper intelligent Benzedrine prose that calls to mind 
Jack Kerouac and Hunter S Thompson he eschewed all conventional thinking as he discussed everything from Black 
Sabbath being the first truly Catholic band to Anne Murray rsquo s smoldering sexuality In Mainlines Blood Feasts 
Bad Taste fellow rock critic John Morthland has compiled a compa From Publishers Weekly For fans of one of the 
most vocal and irreverent critical voices in rock and roll this newly issued Bangs reader will be a boon Serving as a 
companion to the 1987 collection Psychotic Reactions and Carburetor Dung this volume is a selec 
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